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Receiver Fred Muller, of the local
land office has just received a new list
of additional land set aside for settle
ment by homeseekers, under the act
of February 19th, 1909, known as the
homestead law. The list com
prises' land in northern Guadalupe
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new list:
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EVENING SHADOWS.
(By Lily J. Williamson.)
When the evening shadows gather,
And the sun sinks in the West;
When the last small bird has fluttered
To its place within the nest:
Then it is while nature slumbers
In that land fore-e- r
unseen;
In the balmy hour of twilight,
That I sit aside and dream.
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We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

careful

M. BORN & CO

women us&

FRED KAUFPMANN
WANAMAKER

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, awl all disea-e-s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls. Tex. writes : 1 find Her-hithe best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my
friends. "

Yet perchance one day is dreary,
And the rosey hue obscure;
Then I think of happy moments,
In the bright days gone before
So 'tis ever in the twlight,
I would dream my dreams again;
Whether in the summer sunshine,
Or mid winter storms and rain.
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Men's Shoes
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CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
846 San

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M.

Foi anything and everything appertaining to
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

Printug

or Binding

SAMPLE POCKET KNIVES
BY THE BUSHEL

Greatest Cutlery Sale SANTA FE Ever Saw

CALL AfJD SEE FOR YOURSELF
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Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
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HAVE YOU SEEN OUR WINDOW?

Co.
Grocery
Winter
Plaza, SanU Fe.
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STETSON
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WE CONTROL'ABOVE BR A.NDS OF FLOUR

Youna Mens

IRON CLAD

Fruit SeHail Storms Damages
vere hailstorms this week in the
- PRICE 80c.
vicinity of Dawson, Colfax county,
field
and
have damaged fruit
crops.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
at
Raton Miss Opol
Wedding
RobBailey, formerly of Raton, and
ST. LOUIS,
MO.
ert M. Anderson of Trinidad, Colothis
rado, were married at Raton
week by Justice of the Peace C. M.
Sold and Recommended by
Bayne.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Twenty Initiated Twenty Raton rr.
citizens were iniated into the Knights
of Columbus order at Trinidad, Colo NO RACE SUICIDE
rado, on Sunday. A banquet followed
AMONG ROYALTY
the initation at which covers were
; laid for 165.
Between Crown Princess and
Strike is Over The strike at Camp Wager
Queen as to Who Would Have
No, 9 of the American Lumber ComMost Children.
pany, in the Zuni mountains, is over
and the mill of the company at Albuquerque is now receiving an average
Madrid, June 17. The royal wager
of 21 cars of logs daily.
between the queen or 'Spain and the
Death of Young Married Woman-Reb- ecca German crown urincess that each
G. de Abeytia, wife of Rosa-ri- o would be richer in God's gift of child
de Abeytia, died of child birth at ren than the other, has delighted the
Los Alamos, near Las Vegas on Tues- citizens of
European lands.
day night. She was aged 19 years
In Germany they catT'the stork
and a granddaughter of the late
God's messenger, and it was to the
Romualdo Martinez.
German court that the bird paid its
Clark-L- a
Rue
Wedding At Las first visit. This was ln
July, 190G,
Vegas yesterday. Assistant U. S. Dis
trict Attorney Herbert W. Clark, was when Prince William was born.
of King Alfonso,
The wedding
quietly married to Miss Jeanriette
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. which delighted Spain, was followed
LaRue of the Meadow City. 'Rev. J. by the challenge of Spain's new
S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's Memorqueen to the crown princess of Gerial Episcopal church, officiated. The many. Within a year there came to
couple, who have many friends in the Spainsh court the Prince Alfonso.
Santa Fe, left on a wedding trip to This was in May, 1907.
Colorado resorts.
The score between the royal woBoston Editor Weds Las Vegas men was even.
November
But
Girl E. R. Collins, managing editor
the stork again to the Gerbrought
of the Boston Sunday American, on
man court and the boy was named
Tuesday evening at Las Vegas, was Prince Louis Ferdinand.
married to Mis Margaret Flint of
Spain received this news with exthat city, Rev. H. Van Valkenburg ofcitement.
was
Collins
a
former city
ficiating.
editor of the Las Vegas Optic. His
The months went by through the
bride has been a school teacher at winter and spring and June of 1908
Las Vegas and is a graduate of the came with its roses and its baby boy
New Mexico Normal University.
j to the Spanish court.
Thus the score of the royal women
If you want anything on earth try is again even. They have each two
a New Mexican want "ad."
fine boys.
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Mens Male to Order
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Imperial Whole Wheat
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GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN.
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
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Co.

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

For 'tis ever In the gloaming,
That I weave my fancy chain
Full of sunshine and of roses,
Fresh with pearly drops of rain.
Then it is I build my castle
In the air, so high above,
With its pillars of the future,
Twined around with thoughts of
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CASE AFTER CASE.

(Homestead Entry No. 052.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
June 10, 1909.
(Not Coal Land)
Notice ia hereby given that Albino
Lucero of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made homestead entry No. 052, for lot 7, Sec. 6; and N
of lot 1, Sec. 7, Township 18 N,
Range 4 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
Jlled notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the register and receiver at Santa Fe,
H. M on July 21, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Refugio Armenta, Lino Armenta,
Jose Mestos y Ruiz, Jose Armenta, all
tf Jemez Springs, N. M.
.

Plenty More Like This In Santa Fe.
Scores of Santa Fe people can tell
you about Doan's Kidney Pills. Many
a happy citizen makes a public statement of his experience. Here is a
case of it. What better proof of merit
can be had than such endorsement?
Benito Romero, San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I made a
statement for publication some five
years ago in which I gave an account
of my suffering from backache, due
to weak kidneys, and told how Doan's
Kidney Pills, which I procured at
Stripling and Burrows' drug store,
brought me the first relief. I suf
fered from pain across my loins and
kidneys for over a year. Sometimes
I would work until noon and then on
account of my kidneys and back would
have to quit for the balance of the
day. I tried plasters but they brought
me no relief whatever. Two boxes of
Doan's Kidney Pills cured tr.e and
though I have on a few occasions noticed a slight return of the trouble,
this remedy had always brought
prompt and satisfactory relief. I can
call to mind a number of my friends
who have on my advice, used Doan's
Kidney Pills for kidney complaint
and have been made well by them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
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MANUEL R, OTERO,

Register.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-weat 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
ll

lare between Santa Fe and Torrance

is $5.80 and between
Roswell 10. Reserve
mobile by wire. J.
.manager, Automobile

Torrance and
seats on autoW. Stockard,

Foster-Milbur- n

Line.

NOTICF.
Notice is hereby given, that a meet
ing of the stockholders of the New
Mexico Central Railroad Company,
will be held at the general offices of
said company in the city of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico, on Wed
nesday the 7th day of July, 1909, for
the purpose of electing directors of
said company, and for the transaction
of any other business that may be

Subscribe

for the bi.y New
and get the news.

GET TO USING
THE

I

brought before the meeting; said
meeting being called in pursuance of
Section 3816 of the Compiled Laws of
New Mexico, 1897.
ROBT. LAW,

President
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INTERNATIONAL

ALL KIND OF
BLAMED IT ALL
INDIAN DANCES
ON STRONG DRINK

For Sale by all Druggists and

Dealers

In

Compounded

Medicine!

Solely, By

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central

New Mexle o

Must Serve

Washington, D.
"C. Q. D." proved

C, June

Alaska-Yuko-

16.

While

n

ROADSTER & TOURING CARS

miles.
"The service was installed by a New
York concern, and a member of thai
firm personally supervised many of
the trials at sending and receiving of
messages.
"It will be years, if ever, the wireless telephone will be of any service
to naval vessels. It may, eventually
prove successful on land, and become
commercially one of the wonders of

the twentieth century."

are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3,
Hoadster, do pot buy a car until you have inspected our
;909 Models. The wonderful performances of this car over New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on
high
'
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
pass-eng-

er
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For Demostration
call Upon

EARL MAYS,
102 E. Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.
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buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Caboon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Pbelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

J

Fllyan
For particulars and

Illustrated

catalogue

address.
COL, IAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

College of Letters and
Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

FILLING AND LIFE

successful with the
American fleet of battleships on its
trip around the world, wireless tele
phony tests resulted just the opposite.
In on instance during the entire voyage did the "hello Connecticut" or the
greeting to any of the other vessels
The seals and record books for no- of the fleet get any response,
This is the text of the report of, the
taries public for sale by the . New
Mexican Printing Company at very wireless telephone as made by Admirreasonable rates. Seals for incopo-rate- al Sperry to the navy department upon
companies are also handled. his return from the famous trip.
Call at or address the New Mexican
During the voyage the telephone
was tried daily by the commandants
Pinting Company, Santa Fe, N. M.
of each ship, and each filed a report
Stomach Troubles.
as to the nature and result of the
Many remarkable cures of stomach tests. In not one single instance was
troubles have been effected by Cham- there a favorable report made, and the
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. navy, department, upon the strength
One man 'who had spent over two of the reports, abolished the telephone
thousand dollars for medicine and on ships of the navy.
treatment was cured by a few boxes
The navy department, however, will
of these tablets. Price 25 cents.
during the summer and fall, make furSamples free at all druggists.
ther experiments and tests with the
wireless talking apparatus, with the
view of perfecting it. One test station
will beat the
exposition
at Seattle.
"The chief trouble with the wireless telephone," a prominent naval officer said, "is the receiver. It Is easy
enough to make a call, but it is almost impossible to receive any message. We tried the apparatus at all
distances, from a half mile to five

If you

km f

n

WIRELESS TELEPHONE
NOT YET SUCCESS

NEW MEXICO.

Wert Point of the Southwest"
Ofllcers
Detailed by War Department.
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n tbe beautiful
Pecoi Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
(eet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. aDd Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
"Th

One of the attractive features of
Denver ,Colo., June 17. Pleading
the
when
coming grand Fourth of July celewas
drunk
he forged
that he
and passed three checks bearing the bration in Santa Fe will be the fabogus signature of T. J. ODonnell mous Indian dances. J. S. Candelario
and aggregating $52, Philip Yeiser, who has charge of that portion of the
alias Robertson,
Tuesday asked program has engaged the services of
M.
in the West several Indian tribes and daivcs nev
Bliss
Carlton
Judge
er before witnessed are to be given,
Side court to be lenient in pronouncin full dress, feathsentence
ing
iijioa him. With tears the Indians to be
All of the other
and
all.
naint
ers,
his
told
cheeks
he
down
the
running
court of his struggle to support his committees are working steadily and
amusedaughter back east, of his there will be every kind of
ment
imaginable.
failure In this after he had been discharged by Attorney O'Donnell, who
Tuesday night a meeting of the gen
employed him as a stenographer, and eral committe was held and the reports
There is
finally of his drinking long and heav- were very encouraging.
ily and uttering the checks drawn up still lots of hustling to be done beon the German-AmericaTrust com tween now and the days of festivity
and everybody in Santa Fe Is request
pany.
"If you send me to jail for a long ed to do his duty and boost.
term, I don't know what will become
of my little girl. I have prepaid her
MEN PAST FIFTY IN DANGER.
tuition at a boarding school for a
Men past middle life have found
year, but after that she will be left comfort and relief In Foley's Kidney
without anything," he said.
Remedy, especially for enlarged pros
The court then said: "I am sorry tate gland, which is very common
for the girl, but you, a man of ex- among elderly men. L. E. Morris,
perience and years, have laid yourself Dexter, Ky., writes: "Up to a year
liable to imprisonment for 42 years ago my father suffered from kidney
on these three counts of forgery, and and bladder trouble and several phyall for $32. You must pay the pen- sicians pronounced it enlargement of
alty for your crime, and it Is the the prostate gland and advised an opsentence of this court, that you be eration. On account of his age we
confined in the state penitentiary at were afraid he could not stand it and
Canon City for a term of from two I recommended Foleys Kidney Remeto three years on each count, the dy, and the first bottle relieved him,
sentences to run concurrently."
and after taking the second bottle he
Yeiser thanked the court for its was no longer troubled with this
complaint. Sold by all druggists.
leniency.
He was proven guilty of passing
the checks upon William Wagner, C. TOOK. GOLD
W. R. Taylor and Samuel Goldberg.

fFORD MODEL T CARS

f

ROSWELL,

In Visitors at Fourth of July CelebraTerm
tion Will Be Well Entertained
Penitentiary for Forgery Though
By Weird Dances.
He Pleaded for Leniency.

Philip Yeiser

d

These remedies can be found

New Mexico Military Institute

Sciences,

New York, June 17. After taking!
her in lieu of the gold filling'
in her teeth, which he had paid for,
Michael Martynlck yesterday shot and
fatally wounded Mary Kraschak.
The young woman grew tired of her
lover and last night they quarreled.
Martynlck demanded that she return
all his gifts.
She complied, but Martynlck ald
that he had paid for filling her teeth
and wanted the gold. Miss Kraschak
said that she could not remove the filling, but' gave him $10. After taking
the money Martynick drew a revolver
and fired a bullet into Miss Kraschak's
$10 from

j

Foley's Honey and Tar is especial
throat
ly recommended for chronic
and lung troubles and many sufferers
from bronchitis, asthma and consumption have found comfort and relief, by using Foley's Honey and Tar.
Sold by all druggists.

For all Coughs and Colds,
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
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breast.
Born in Iowa.
Our family were all born and raised
in Iowa, and have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
(made at Des Moines) for years. We
know how good it is from long expo-- .
rience in the use of it. In fact, when
in El Paso, Texas, the writer's life
was saved by the prompt use of this
remedy. We are now engaged In the
mercantile business at Narcoossee,
Fla., and have Introduced the remedy
here. It has proven very successful
and is constantly growing in fsvor.
Ennis Bros. This remedy is for sale
by all druggists.
STARS OR MULLETS, WHICH?
Mr. Editor I have read with much

interest

Fiske's letter referring
to my article, on the history of the
Stars and Stripes, perhaps I should
have, said Mullets and Stripes, but
somehow that don't sound right. As
American history has been a favorite
study of mine I profess to know a
little about it; but when it comes to
the occult science (if it is a science)
of English heraldry, Mr. Fiske has
the best of it, for what I don't know
about it would easily fill a Carnegifc
library. Hoping to enlighten my
ignorance on the matter I consulted
an authority called "Webster's Dictionary," and found the following extremely unsatisfactory results:

"

J

u:Nrrv
BRSITY
at reasonable rates!
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing WeJls Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

Mr.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE

,

is the most clever little
"Mullet (Fr. Mulet, a Mullet, and
silvered Coffee Straiuer ever invent- a great mule; a fish of the genus
ed. Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Mugli. The
lips are membranaceous
Racine, Wis., by the Coupon Plan. the inferior one carinated inward;
w The Coupon and Dr. Shoop's new book it has no
teeth, and the body is of
on Health Coffee sent to any lady re a whitish color. This fish frequents
0 questing them.. You can trick any the shore, and roots in the sand like
one by serving Dr. Shoop's Health a hog. It is an excellent fish for the
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or table."
In heraldry, a figure in shape like
your husband will declare he is drinking real coffee and yet there is not the rowel of a spur, used as the filial
a grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's distinction of the third son.
And there you are: "You pay your
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite money and you take your- choice."
Mullet
to
Webster,
According
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes
means either: "A great mule, a fish,
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute.".
or a rowel of a
After careful
Try It from your grocer and get a consideration, I spur."
arrived
have
at the
lb.
1
package,
pleasant surprise.
conclusion to continue using the time
Co.
25c. Sold by Cartwright-Davihonored
phrase: "The Stars and
Stripes," instead of "The Mullets and
YOU BET
Stripes." I may be wrong but in
this case I am satisfied to be wrong.
THEY'D HURRY So as usual I say "Hurrah for the
Stars and Stripes."
New
York.
June 17. "Women
Very respectfully,
would get the suffrage in 18 months if
A. L. MORRISON.
every woman would pledge herself not
to marry until suffrage was granted. I
PROP08A 1,8 FOR DAY SCHOOL BU I THthink every woman suffragist should INGS, uepartment of the Interior. Office
of Indians affairs. Washington, D O. May
pledge herself ont to marry out of the 21
1909, 8 HA LED PROPOSALS,
plainly
the
of
member
as
marked on the outside of sealed envelope
every
cause, just
School
Santa
for
oath
Building,
Day
an
"Proposals
Salvation army has to take
Fe, New Mexico", and addressed to the
army."
the
not to marry outside
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, WashinC will be received at tlielndlan Office
In these and many other statements gton,).
until two o'clock p.m. June 25, 1909, for furP.
H.
nishing and dell verlnst the necessary mateequally interesting Mrs. Oliver
and labor required to construct and
Belmont reiterated her recently avow- rials
complete school houses, quarters and outwohouses at the Han Juan and Taos Pueblos.
ed purpose to assist the cause of
In strict accordance with plans and specifiU
man suffrage in this country.
cation and Instructions to bidders, which
may be examined at this Office, the offices,
of the ''Improvement Bulletin," MinneaEveryone would be teneflted by polis, Minn., the "American Contractor,"
111., the "Citizen",
Albuquerque,
taking Foley's Orino Laxative for con- Chicago
N. M. The "New Mexican". Santa Fe, N.M.
stipation, stomach and liver trouble, the Builders' and Traders' Exchanges at
as it sweetens the stomach and breath Omaha, Nebr., St. Paul and Minneapolis,
Minn., the Northwestern Manufacturers
gently stimulates the liver and reg- Association, St. Paul. Minn., the U. 8.
much
is
supe- Indian Warehouses at Chicogo, III.. St. Louis
ulates the bowels and
Mo Omaha Nebr.. New York, N. Y. and
rior to pills and ordinary laxative. at the Santa Fe School, For
further Information
SuperintenLaxative
apply to C J. Crandall. New
Why not try Foley's Orino
Mexico,
dent Indlnn School, Santa Fe,
today? Sold by all druggists.
R G, VALKNTINE, Aotlng Commissioner
"No-Drip-

'ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

FINE

RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SIN6LE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

cms.

CLOSSON.

-
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NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A'
C'vil

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
practical life under modern conditions. Complete

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course.

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
:""
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
'

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

527 San

s

Francisco Street

iDdlao and Pleilcan Wares

ana curios

Blankets, Basket, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gcms.fljyn!? Tfl4 9
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

ONLY
of the finest

TSyjgKB

SALE

Embroideries 1 White Goods

ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
AND DESIGNS
PATTERNS
NEWEST
LATEST AND

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.
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ANCIENT RUINS OF THE SOUTH-- 1
WEST.
Beautiful to the eye, convincing to
the tourist, satisfying to the sclen-- ;
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUSLISHrRt.
tiflc
critic, is the latest publication of
FRANK
P.
8TURGE8,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
!the passenger department of the Den-- j
t.
Editor and President.
ver and Rio Grande Railroad, entitled
JOHN K. STAUFFER, 8ecretaryTreaaurer.
Ancient Ruins of the Southwest,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Major S. K. Hooper has performed a
real service to the Southwest by issu
mail
SUBSCRIPTION.
gix
OF
RATES
Daily,
(1.75
moatns, by
ing this most artistic pamphlet printed
f .20
BaJly, per week, by carrier
X.00 on tinted
Weekly, per year
paper and strikingly illus.75
Daily, per montk, by carrier..,.
...
1.00 trated. Not often does a railroad com65 Weekly, six months
mail
by
month,
flaily, ?er
76 pany command so eminent scientific
7. CO Weekly, per quarter
Bail, per year, by mail
and literary talent, as Doctor Edgar L.
Hewett of Santa Fe, in writing and ilOFFICIAL PAFER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
lustrating its travel booklets, anr
The New Mexican is tha oldest new spaper in New Mexico, It Is eent to therefore "Ancient Ruins of the South-8Ttris a valuable contribution, a
postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation west,"
addition to literature. It
permanent
of
the Southwest.
wont ihe intelligent and progressive people
'

THEY ALL MISS THE PASS.
Did you ever take notice that every
The
Optic is looking forward to the
a
boost
is
issue of the New Mexican
of a strong editorial asso-- '
organization
forSanta Fe? What are YOU doing elation in New Mexico.
The New Mex- to boost the city and its daily paper? ican hopes that the
predictions of the
Optic will come true, but merely hopes,
SUNSHINE AND TEMPERATURE. for abolition of the pass privileges
Yesterday the New Mexican made on railroads, dealt a death blow to
a coniDarative study of the official editorial and kindred associations,
ureciuitation records, which showed; when it costs from $20 to $50 in rail- that the precipitation at Santa Fer0ad fare to reach some central point
during 1908, was not quite 13 inches n xew Mexico from its extreme cor- just about enough to make dry. ners the average country editor stays
farming practicable. Today a glance at home instead of meandering over
will be taken at the sunshine and the universe to reach Albuquerque,
temperature records for 1908, demon- Santa Fe or Las Vegas. Even opulent
strating that Santa Fe has the finest lawyers feel this cutting off of passes
weather, summer and winter, in all and the New Mexico Bar Association
of New Mexico, and that means the the past two years has had a hard time
entire southwest. During 1908, the to get together a quorum at its annual
only 29
uronthpr hurpan recorded
and this year does not even
record- meeting
It
Fe.
Santa
cloudy days at
have an invitation to hold its summer
101
ed 102 cloudy days at Lordsburg,
anywhere. Still, what the
cloudy days at San Rafael, Gl at Optic says, is true and it is therefore
Roswell or more than twice as many
in the hope, that the day
as at Santa Fe, 35 at Las Vegas, 44 reproduced,
of
air
ships is not far off and that
at Mesilla Park, 50 at Albert, 37 at
each
editor will have an air ship
then,
at
71
Carlsbad, 42 at Bloomlield,
his backyard, on which he will visit
at
44
37
at
Cloudcroft,
Cimarron,
in his backyard on which he will visit
Demi'ng, 43 at Elizabethtown, 63 at
Rsnannla 42 at Fort. Stanton. 62 at but also the meetings of the New Mex-- '
Fort Wingate, 35 at Gallinas planting ico Editorial Association Says the
station. 57 at Logan. 64 at Lagunua, upuc:
"A year ago in SeptemDer tnere
33 at Los Lunas, 3S at Monument, 44
at Mountainair, 37 at Rincon, 52 at gathered in Santa Fe a number of
Rociada, 78 at Rosedale, 33 at San New Mexico editors, old and young,
Jon, 56 at, Tres Piedras, 52 at Hope, to devise some method for
33 at Mimbres 54 at Trementina, 45 ing not only for their mutual benefit,
at Valley, and thus going north or but also to advance the interests of
south, east or west, Santa Fe takes the Territory. A Territorial Press As- the lead for sunshine.
sociation that would absorb the Pecos
In snowfall, during the year, Cha- - Valley Press Association, was sug ma broke the record with more than cested. but the nrotect never went
101 inches; Cloudcroft had 40 inches,
any f urther However, the incident af-- j
Rlizfthe.thtown 82 inches. Fort W m- - fords a reminder of tne fact that no
gate 38 inches, Gallinas Planting Sta- state in the union has a more efficient
tion near Las Vegas, 72 inches, Roci- or enthusiastic booster club than New
ada 74 inches, Tres Piedras 80 inch- Mexico
possesses in its newspaper edes, Mineral Hill 45 inches, Santa Fe itors.
s
have been the leading
They
38 inches.
im
in securing the astounding
The maximum temperature records migration of the past few years, as
demonstrate that Santa Fe is the cool- well as the splendid Territorial pride
est town in summer, and yet, withall,
is so characteristic of New Mex-- 1
not as cold m winter, as the towns ico
citizenship.
They have helped to
that show a higher summer tempera- establish the present
excellent school
reture. The maximum temperature
are
of
and
late
system
making life a
corded at Santa Fe last year was 86
and moss-bacburden
for
the
pessimist
degrees, at Albuquerque, only partial
And always have they adverrecord, 99 degrees, at Roswell 101 dethe
tised
advantages ot the Territory
grees, at Las Vegas 92 degrees, atj to
and the Investor. It
homeseeker
the
Alamogordo 107 degrees, at Carlsbad
is very
105 degrees, at Springer 99 degrees, would appear that New Mexico
would
as
it
but
well
advertised
it
is,
or
and thus, whether going north
make
the
stronger
Fe
newspapers
only
or
Santa
or
lower,
south,
higher
and their influence greater for them
is the coolest spot in summer.
to
has
Fe
Santa
organize a Press Association. And
this
With
superiority,
the most equitable climate of all, for there is no doubt that the editors in
the extreme range last year was only due time will find a way."
it was
87 degrees, while at Roswell
89 degrees, at Albuquerque 94 deINCOME TAXES.
grees, at Las Vegas 95 degrees, at
President Taft believes in the justice
Alamogordo 93 degrees, at Carlsbad and the expediency of an income tax,
92 degrees and at every other sta- but is convinced that no law of that
tion, the range in temperature for the character can be passed now that will
year, as well as the daily average, be constitutional. Therefore in his
was greater than at Santa Fe. What
to Conspecial message
that means to the healthseeker, is gress, he advises yesterday,
amendment to
an
apparent upon thought, for he suffers the Constitution, which will give Conmore from sudden and violent changto levy
es in temperature than from any oth- gress the right and the power,
is
tax.
such
a
the
this
Until
done,
er climatic discomfort.

n

Prolesionais

ALL KINDS OF SHIPS.
Santa Fe is not a naval station nor
New Mexico a maritime country, but
the judgeships and clerkships and governorships and incidental hardships
are "ships" and craft of such various
kind that Congress in its next River
and Harbor bill should extend Congressional relief. When a worthy
man's nomination for a judgeship is
held up because of an unfounded accusation that he is a consumptive,
when be has never, had any serious
illness in his life except an attack of
pneumonia last spring, it is a condition that calls for relief. Let Congress
grant us statehood, and New Mexico
will show the rest of the country how
veil it .will manage its "ships," includ-n- g
Senatorships, for some of Its
leaders are entitled by service
and toy merit to the titles of Lord High
Admirals or some other high naval appellations, for they have managed to
"steer" successfully the ship of state
through narrows and over shallows,
and will take care, if given half a
chance; of the pirates whose business
It seems to be to scuttle reputations.

The words of "Strong Drink" are
written Jarge across the Gould divorce
, trial, in fact, across almost all other
scandals and crimes, which find their
way into the public prints, be it at
Santa. Fe or at New York, or any-- i
hre else. In olden times, all evil
v 1
th world was thought to be caused
'1y pJrit. but even the superstitious
,acjt were more consistent than
ffibe joaoderBK, for the exorcised the
&J
&Yl
jjfriU tney thought
lhon, while nowadays, the evil
mvtotx jre Iavite4 and licensed. But
pwaltb the evil doer as long as
flf tU wrong doing is
$i& tu
Mrt protected?
,

tol-rato-

d

in-

Trinidad, Colorado, is reaching out
for New Mexico trade. Not only did

Trinidad merchants contribute $7,000
to complete the Scenic Highway to the
New Mexico boundary, but the county
commissioners of Las Animas county
are now figuring on constructing a
good road to Johnson's Mesa, Colfax
county. It is a lesson to .Santa Fe,
which by a small expenditure
for
completing the Scenic Highway, might
draw all the valuable trade of the upper Pecos region to this city and incidentally develop a country rich in
mines and agricultural possibilities
that would be as much tributary to
Santa Fe as are Tesuque or Agua

Fria.

Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

The First National Bank

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

New Mexico

Attorney-at-Law-

Established

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,

Jice President.

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

EDWARD C. WADE,

y

The oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J A. HUGHES,

-

.

d

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

-

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for.,.Hs,epstomer3,...-- , Bays , ac A. sells
domestic and foreign exchange and. makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al' orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respect as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
..

Attorney-at-La-

THE PARCELS POST.
It does not seem wise at all for the
merchants of smaller towns to protest
against the enactment of the parcels
post measure advocated by the
office department. When it comes to
a question between the consumer and
the merchant, Congress, should and
must regard the consumer first. If the
local merchant fears that the con-isumer will be able to buy cheaper
from the city merchants through the
aid of the parcels post than he can
from the local merchant, then the last
named must adjust himself to circum- stances and prepare to compete, which
he certainly ought to be able to do.
But the parcels post measure which it
is sought to have Congress pass, gives
the city merchant no advantage over
the country store. It Is so drawn, that
its benefits are especially applicable
to the merchant in places like Santa
lFe, Carlsbad, Roswell, Clovis, Artesia,
Portales. etc. It. will pIvr Hia mtr.
chants of those places facilities U
send their merchandise through the
mails at a comparatively low rate to
their customers in the country and
therefore will benefit both the consumer and the merchant. It will give
the local merchant the same advantages that the mail order houses of
.Chicago, New York and St. Louis pos-thsess today.
Why any reasonable
merchant should protest against the
enactment of such a law, it is difficult
to understand

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
HOLT

post-meetin- g

&

n

;

i

Attorneys-at-Law-

Attorney-at-La-

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and Disof the Territory. Office:

trict Courts
Socorro

task-loyalt- y

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

New Mexico

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample
Room for
Travelers
Com-merci-

Unexcelled

al

WASHINGTON AVENUtf

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN;

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
Las Vegas
M. C.

MECHEM,

Attorney-at-La-

Tucumcari
h,

New Mexico

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,

Jesse
'J

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
Offices':

Proprietor

G. W. PRICHARD,

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

Commodious Szmple Iocm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

a Good One,

Texico

-

-

f

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

FBESS' THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

KungOTtheEuropean Planl

IM CORONADO hotel

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered

GLupeerreraogJI

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexico
Las Cruces Eastern and local bank references.
T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
'
Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
"
New Mexico
Socorro

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION,
IShort Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

ISanta Fa, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

CONY

Who wants to be minister to China?
President Taft has thus far offered
OSTEOPATHY
the post to three eminent Americans
and they have most respectfully deDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
clined the honor. The president is
Successfully treats acute and chronic
rather particular about the caliber of diseases without drugs or medicines.
man he will send to the Celestial No
charge for consultation. Office:
Court, but doubtlessly there are men No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
in New Mexico who would grace the 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
position and please the Chinese court
and who at the same time would be
willing to serve in so honorable, even
though rather unsatisfying position.
Let the candidates announce themselves. The New Mexican is certain
that more than one leading New Mexico politician would get the support of
his enemies if he promised to go to
Pekin and stay there until the first
Senatorial battle is over.

EUROPEAN PLAN B0cAND76o
SPEC

KODAKS & PHOTO

g

Up.

r

a

Specialty of

a ARTHCTUBES

DEVELOPING' PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

Mail orders given prompt attention,

"tand for Cataloti
r
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
510 3. Broadway; Lac Angela,
:

C''

HOTEL ORANGE

CENTRAL LOCATION. Newly Re
novated. Rooms single or en Hulte;

able rates forthe summer. BRAVENDER

rnnnlnir
&

.

Doors From

mJQ

$1,60

AilMIDSG

SUPPLIES
We Make

FOR

S

PLAN

THE WEEK

BY

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER Oft ni&ST.cijjs.es
LADIES' DINING ROOM
CCSTITECIIOIT
rarxxxx HOTEL
SANTA.' Fc,N. M.

DUDROVV

SCREEN

AMERICAN

.

Ii L BATES

THE HOTEL NORMAND1E

SEE

Evidently, the dry goods houses ot
Las Vegas, of Raton and of Albuquerque realize that this is the time to
advertise. Summer is apt to be the
dullest season of the year and therefore
is a good period to move goods that
have been on the shelves.
In Las
Vegas, one dry goods merchant is running a whole page advertisement in
the papers, which sets forth very attractively his bargain list; two dry
goods merchants of the town are run-nihalf page advertisements of the

the Best Hotel in the West

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WILLIAM McKEAN,

hotel

PALACE

.

Practio in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
WORK FOR THE WORKER.
The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine before the Territorial Supreme Court.
for June is not of as much interest Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
locally as previous numbers, but it
GEORGE
BARBER,,
nevertheless has much of value and
Counsellor-at-Law- .
and
articles'
Attorney
many
that beyond interesting
Practices in the District Court and
the Santa Fe employe will also interCourts of the Territory.
Supreme
est the general reader. The illustrations are more than unusual in their Prompt attention given to all business.
Nevr Mexico
reflection of southwestern life and Lincoln County
scenery. The magazine is inculcating
CATRON & GORTNER,
a spirit of loyalty in the thousands
of men and women who work for
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
the Santa Fe, and the worth of "loyNew Mexico
Fe
Santa
Is
a
alty,"
thought that the June number seeks to impress especially, for
H. R. PUTNAM,
on its first page is a preachment by
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
Elbert Hubbard, the Philistine, in
which he lauds loyalty and in which
Conveyancer.
he says:
"The menial is the man who is disloyal to his work.
"All useful service is raised to the
plane of art when love for the
is fused with the effort.
"No man ever succeeded in business, or can, who 'wears the dial off
the clock.' Such a one may not be
disloyal he may be merely unloyal;
but he is always ripe for a lay-of- f and
always Imagines some one has it in
for him.
,,
"And he is right everybody and
everything, including fate and destiny, Clio and Nemesis, has It in for
him."

J

SUTHERLAND,

'

fas-tor-

president advises taxing the net

j

17, 1909.

OP SANTA PE.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
bo pleased to have not only In his
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
library, but also on his parlor table. Offices.
The cover is unique and is printed in Las Cruces
New Mexico
several shades. The place of honor In
the booklet is given to the ruins, just O
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Latwenty to thirty miles west of Santa
Fe, and so to speak, in the front yard
Practice in the District and Suof this city. The chapter is beautifully preme Coarts. Prompt and careful
illustrated with views in the Rito de attention given to all business.
los Frijoles and on the Puye Mesa, Santa Fe
New Mexico
The booklet, although written by a
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
scientist who is the greatest authority
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davie,
today on American Arehaeolotrv. Is of
Attorneys-at-Law- .
interest to the layman. The New Mex- Practice in the Supreme and Disican on another page quotes from it
such portions as relate to the imme-an- trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
diate neighborhood of this ancient city. specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
which counts the cliff dwellings, as Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
only one of its many attractions for
(Late Surveyor General)
the tourist and the sightseer.

.

comes of corporations expecting to derive a revenue of $25,000,000 from a
tax of two per cent. In practice, it will
be rather difficult to collect such a
tax and means that the books of every
company, no matter how small or how
great, shall be subject to the scrutiny
of federal agents. In ract, it will result
in many corporations being placed on
a stricter business basis for there is
more than one company whose management itself is at present unable to
tell its annual net income. It will
mean a new system of bookkeeping for
thousands of offices. However, an in
come tax, is the only logical, perma
nent source of income for a nation
constituted like the United States.
Other sources of revenue are only expedients, for the time being, and incidental to other policies such as the
policy of protection of infant industries. However, every income should
bear its proportion of taxation, and
none should be exempted, so that
every citizen may feel that he is contributing to 'the support of his government, be his share ever so small.

THURSDAY, JUNE

same character. Naturally these merchants do not close the season with
shelves full of
goods for
the real bargain advertisement pulls
trade and clears shelves as if by
magic.

i

j

It

WfttAr!

DITZ, 6th.

&

fl'flA hA.t,h.

RflAfann.

Spring Sts,

Los Angeles. Cat.

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
FURNITURE
PAINTING &
REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS
ALL KIHDS & STYLES

110 Guadalupe
St.
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W S DAVIS Ctthler-

Pre!dnt,

FRANKLIN FLICK

E GRIFFIN,

W,

A

tit

Reduction Sale

personal mention!

-

Cashier
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TRIMMED

AND

OhllilHED

M. Bloom, a Chicago

traveling man,
is in town stopping at the Claire.
Attorney A. B. Itenehan Is here
from Bernalillo, where he has been
busy in district court.
W. S. McNeer, a Denver traveling'
man, was an arrival in town last night.
j
He is a guest at the Claire.
L. A. Bland, traveling out of Denver,
is in town visiting local merchants. He
is registered at the Palace.
Louis Butscher. a Denver traveling
man, is in town calllns on the trade.
He is quartered at the Palace.

Capital Stock

$50,000.
UNITED

STATES

BANK AND

TRUST CO.

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

receive
business with the assurance that you will
since Decfair treatment. The growth of our business
see us. We
ember telta its own. itory Come in to
are at your service,

'

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

YOUR

I

DIRECTORS
ft

FRANKLIN

N. B. LAUGHLIN

FLICK

B. LAMY

j.

W. S. DAVIS

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

at

Phone No f3.

MISS A. MUGLER.
SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

Mail Order

R. H.HANNA.

Solr.itci

Dont fail to see our bargains in

ART SQUARES

Sleeo Well,

You

IV

BBStSS5l

We

A. S. Wilson and wife of Pana. IlliWhen Property is
nois, are in the city seeing the sights.
Insured
They are guests at the Claire.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the MountIt's satisfaction indeed
ed Police, has returned from a trip
when you retire to realto Albuquerque and Bernalillo.
ize that your savings
S. F. Sanderson a Denver traveling
are properly protected
man, came in today on the noon train.
from loss by fire. No
He is stopping at the Palace.
worry comes to you If
F. V. Hodges, a traveling man from
you carry adequate Fire
Denver, is In town calling on the merInsurance.
chants. He Is registered at the Claire,
Be on Safe Side
"Territorial Superintendent of PubBetter
insure your
lic Instruction J. E. Clark left last
property at once. We
the lower Pecos valley.
evening for
want to write you a
"
Charles B. Kehrman, a traveling
policy the best to be
man from St. Louis, Is in town sellhad.
ing hats. He is quartered at the
GEO. M. KINSKLL
Palace.
294 San Francisco St
J. C. Fenton, agent of the Santa Fe
system at Laray, ran up to Santa Fe
on last evening's train, for a brief
visit.
New Mexico. He is now a member
M. Elia Neeper of Mexico City, is' of a
leading law firm in Los Angeles."
a visitor today in Santa Fe for the
Lts Vegas Optic.
first time. He is a guest at the Palace.
T. H. Morgan, a traveling man from SWARTZPERLSTEIN
Coffeyville, Kansas, is in town calling
WEDDING.
on the trade. He is a guest at the

bought low and are willing to
give our customers the benefit
ALSO A NEW

CAR

.

DEPOSIT your money with the. bank tbat takes
care of its customers at nil times. We want your

.

Hats, Baby Bonnets, etc.

OF

FURNITURE
.JUST IN
Caa
SAVE

VK OAN

To
YOU MONEY

kinds of the latest in
Hall Trees,
Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,
& Tables

AH

j

ff

I

We Can Furnish Your House in
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

prj

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

RUGS AND
TAPESTRIES,

late to repair leaky Hose
Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now
too

Palace.
Sop onr Line of
L. Chernes, a traveling man from Rosvell Young Man Marries Popular
T,Hwn Horn, Hose
i
Woman Who Has Many
Young
St. Louis, was an arrival on last
Furnishings etc.
Friends in Santa Fe.
U-J.I
All Kinds of
night's train. He, is stopping at the
1
Santa Fe society remembers with
en Implements.
Palace.
visit
the
Miss
of
Jennie
L. G. Shanklin, a traveling man
Iron and Wire
at the home of Territorial
FenctiiK. the bst
from St. Louis, is In town representing
In
the Market.
a hardware firm. He Is quartered at Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa in this city
last summer. Miss Perslstein was a
We Handle
'
the Claire.
UNION, LOOK
favoiite
and
the
set
among
younger
Chief Justice William J. Mills will
it is with regret they saw her de-- j
1"
go to Socorro next week to hold court
Now comes
for Roswell.
the
part
for a week for Judge Frank W. Parkannouncement of her wedding
at
EVEN THEN KEEP COOL
er, who is holding court there at
Roswell, as taken from Tuesday eve-- )
present.
Roswell Daily Record :
Miss Rose Harsch of the local for- ning's
Everything in
"Henry Swartz and Miss Jennie
est bureau returned from Albuquerboth well known
young
que on the noon train. today. While PerMein,
in the metropolis she took the civil people of this city, were quietly, mar-- ,
ried at 10:30 this morning, the cereservice examination.
by Dr. L.
W. M. Tipton of this city, an in- mony being performed
spector in the U. S. Indian service, Freulenthal, rabbi at Trinidad, at
has returned to Albuquerque from an the home of the bride's uncle and
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Jaffa, at 100
inspection trip to the Zunl Indian aunt,
South
Lea avenue. Only the mem
reservation in western New Mexico.
Dr. F. E. Shine, chief surgeon of the bers of the Jaffa family, Harry Jaffa
and W. S. Prager of this city, and
EJ Paso and' Southwestern Railway
Maurice Swartz of Albion, New York,
system, is in Santa Fe on his return brother of the
groom were in attendfrom a visit tp the company's camp at ance. A
GET AWAKE AND SAVE YOUR
luncheon followed the wedDawson, Colfax county, to his home at ding and the
NICKELS AND DIMES BY PURcouple left on the auto
Douglas, Arizona.
this afternoon for Torrance, from
YOUR OUTFIT AT THE
CHASING
A. W. Broecker of Kankakee, Illi- where
will go to El Paso on a
they
"RACKET".
nois, a brother of Mrs. J. JGoutchey few days' wedding
trip. They will re
has arrived in Santa Fe and will turn next week and
Few mens collars are four-ply- .
be at, home to
spend a week or ten days with Mr. their friends at 105 South
Cut up some and see.
Lea, where
and Mrs. Goutchey at their residence the groom has a
in waiting.
cottage
on Lincoln avenue.
Mr. Swartz has been a trusted em
Our Corliss-CooJ. S. Candelario, the San Francisco
collars,
ploye of Jaffa, Prager and Company,
street curio dealer, received a letter about four
2
are
for
four
and
came
his
25cts,
bride
ply.
years
from his wife who is visiting in Mora to America from
Germany with Mr.
on
last Friday and Mrs. Jaffa about three
county, stating that
years ago.
White dress shirts 75ctsto
the entire county enjoyed a very Both have
friends."
many
heavy rain and that crops in that
$1.50
section are as fine as can be.
James Carothers Harvey, son of
Mrs. L. A. Harvey of this city, is one
Splendid line good work
a
of the 45 seniors who will graduate
shirts blue shambrtj etc.
next Tuesday from Washington and
50cts.
Jefferson College at Washington, Pa.
Mr. Harvey carried off second honors
Shaw-kni- t
and Bear brand guaranteed ' Sox' as
THE LEADING
in his class and was awarded the
good as the best at the popular price 25cts
degree of Bachelor of Arts.
Porosknit underwear shirts and drawers II 00
Hon. Solomon Luna and Hon. H. O.
suit, you can tell it by the label.
Bursum, who had intended to he in
Santa Fe this week, had to postpone
Fine Derby-ribbeunderwear 60cts the suit.
their visit on account of their presm&rked down to start
are
HHP
ence being demanded at their sheep
UUI
do
not ask for cut rates
0D
SOLE AGENTS FOR
camps, at Magdalena and Ozanne, Socorro county, respectively. At MagTHE
THE CASH
THE ONE PRICE
dalena on May 21, the forest service
CHASE
& SANBORN'S
STORE
STORE
will
privileges on the
Magdalena and Datll forest reserves.
&
County Treasurer J. D. Martinez of
Ranchos de Taos, has returned to Santa Fe from Las Vegas, and will leave
tomorrow forenoon for Taos. Mr. Martinez tells of bountiful crop prospects
MICH eiMBfc
in Taos county this year. Upon his
COFfEE,.
return he will cut his first crop of
alfalfa. Plenty of fruit is also prom
Every cup made from
ised this fall. While the late spring
Chase & Sanborn's
and dry weather affected stock on the
High Grade Coffee
range, yet, Taos sheepmen averaged
is always the best, always
seventy per cent in the lamb crop.
in
' the same. Those who
Rio
Rivers are running bank full and there
discriminate, find in Chase &
is plenty of water for irrigation.
Sanborn's Coffee a quality
be
vm is unequalled in any
Mrs. A. J. Abbott left today for
otner.
the Abbott.. cattle ranch in the Rito
de los Frijoles canon, twenty-fivmiles west of Santa Fe, in the heart
All fine agricultural land and under irrigation, large
from 25cts to 40cts
of the Pajarito Cliff Dwellers' Park.
lb.
Next week, Miss Chavannes will folportion now planted in wheat, corn and alfalfa.
per
low her to the camp. Arrangements
BARGAIN
ippon from 40cts to 80cts
have been perfected to take care of
all visitors and tourists to the Rito
per lb.
Fox Faxtlcvilebrs Call on. ox .HL&dxaea
de los Frijoles and they will be supO. C- plied with meals at 50 cents a piece
PHONE
1 19 UPPER SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
FRESH
STRAWBERRIES
A.
J.
and lodging at $2 a day. Judge
MEXICO.
NEW
RED
SANTA
FE,
189Abbott will be in Santa Fe for the
received three times a
summer, attending to his official du- week
j ties
as attorney for the Pueblo In-- ;
dians.
Also Home
GrownAsparaps
"Word has been received by W. E.
Gortner of the marriage of his brothMORNING
EVERY
er, Robert C. Gortner, formerly of
I
Santa Fe, but who for some time past
has been living In Los Angeles, California, to Mrs. A. B. Renehan, nee
Zepora Gold of Santa Fe, which took
N,
CO,
place In the latter city on June 8.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Gortner are well
known tp Las Vegas people whp will
wish them much happiness in the
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.
'PH0"E 26.
years tp come. Mr. Gortner during
his residence in the Terrltery was
one of the most prominent lawyers In
I

or

'

pleas-ur-

I. t?--

Peril-tei-

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
AND REPAIR

It is

fiar-V-

CARPETS

WE FRAME PICTURES

WHEN Y0LR HOUSE IS ON FIRE

in

FURNITURE.

--

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

Full

Phono

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

No. 10

Relrigerirs&Freezers

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Rational Life Assurance

The Colorado
,

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

ML

BER6ERE, JHanaoer for

anta Fe, N.

IVew

Mexico

Catron Block

M.

FittineBo

Coat
Cut

V D

Summer Wear For Men

n

shirts
AND KNEE LENGTH DRAWERS,

H.S. KAUNESCO.

d

PDITFQ
rlVlvCO

allot-grazin-

LATEST

1

1909 Models II

on Sale at

1
1

nl exander'sJGarage

COFFEES

Bacte

TEAS

300 300 300

I

i

'

the
Acre Ranch
Sold
Grande Valley Must

y

e

Representing the Mitchell, Moline, Mclntyre and Zimmerman
Factories." These factories are noted for their excellent cars, who, Instead of building down to a cheap price car, build up to a machless
Btandard, as good a car as a man would care to own. The Mitchell
people have built $11,000,000 worth of cars within the past few years,
and their current year's production will equal 18,000 cars.
The Moline car occupies a position of high favor among automobile users. Models "K" and "M" for 1909, are two models of still
higher excellence than their satisfactory models of last season, and
have proven themselves the cars for anywhere.
High wheelers in solid rubber tires are represented by the Mclntyre and the Zimmerman cars. These cars can be furnished in 26
styles of commercial and passenger combinations from $250 up.
The people realize that the motor driven vehicles have proven
good and is here to stay. It is erroneous to suppose that only expert mechanical engineers can own and operate a motor driven car,
many ladies drive their cars.
At present quotations they are relatively cheaper thui horses-che- aper
to maintain. In It's adoption you take nothing from the
horse except that part which can better and cheaper be done with the
motor vehicle. You drive the car yourself. You get the real zest of
motoring by handling the levers and steering the car yourself.
Free road demonstrations are given to Interested parties any time. '

O. W. ALEXANDER

810 8an Francloco

8treet

.

.

.

.

8anta Fe.

N. M.

Store

m

ik

EXCEPTIONAL

.

WATSON & COMPANY

-

HUE 5

I

Drink
Pabst

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

TFT3!

PAGE SIX

Is the joy of the household, for
without it no happiness can be
complete.
Angels smile at
and
commend
the thoughts
mw
m
1
v
m
'4
r
i l r
and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle.
The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
she looks forward with dread to the nour wnen sne snau reei me tnrm
of motherhood,
very woman should know that the danger and pain
child-birtavoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
be
can
of
h
renders pliable all the parts,
assisting nature in its work.
By its aid thousands
women nave pas sea tnisxJ

flew tyxico Central Railroad; Time Table
MILES
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a. m.
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1169
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2.42
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4.00
7.00
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H. Ill,
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11,45
8.00
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ALT.
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Ar Kt'iini'dy Lv 2.18 ""
1,39
Stanley
I. 15 "
Moi'iarty "
Mi'intosli "" 12.58 ""
12.42
Kstanclii
Wlllanl "" 12.17 "
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(Vlurviik' " 11.27 "
11.05 a. m.
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Chicago
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' Los
9.45 H. 111.
Angeles,"
' Moxli-6 00p,
Ultyl"
6'0ila m.
t H Y Ml

4.2;

6.29
6.45
7.09

m, l2.o
'

92
99
105

p. in

7.
8.4;i

ln.45

"

52
61
68

m.

.STATIONS

PASS'R
DAILY

AOOOM- -

0
22

,

RKA I) VP

READ DOWN

2.50 p. IH.
1.36
12.15 p, Ill,
"
11.29
10.56
"
10,25
"
9,27
8.48
"
8.23
8'05
7,30 a. III.
11,15 p7in7
8.59 a. ill.
11.30 p, hi,

7,013
6,008
6,317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6,086
6,167
6,244
6,214
6,430

6.20 p. Ill,

3.700

SUMMER
Tourist Hales

780

600
602
!W3

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance with the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the "finest train in the West," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Train No. 8 accommodation leaves Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Train No. 7 accommodation leaves Torrance Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Tickets
to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all
steamship lines. Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and 1'ussengur Agent
Laughlln Building

lit.

St, Louis Rocky

TO

no
12
35
50
06
20
46
20
45
1 80
8 60
84 16
4 46
4 55
36 50
6 15

.

Miles From
Des Moines

a.
a.
a.
a.

a.
a.
p.

m.
in.
m.
m.
m,
m
m.
m.
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4

11
18

20
25
81
42

J

p.m.
p.m.
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p. m.
p. m,

42

pm.
p.m.

p. m.
p, m,

6 35 p.m.
7 08 p. m.

..10 p.m.

7. 23 p.
7. 45 p.

m.
m,

Palace.
L. Cherne , St. Louis; L. A. Hughes,
Santa Fe; F. B. Shine, Bisbee; Louis
Butscher, Denver; L. A. Bland, Denver; A. Spraguo Trinidad; "W. H. Sargent, Denver; T. H. Morgan, Coffey-villKansas.
Claire.
A. S. Wilson and wife, Pana, Illinois;
F. W. Hodges, Denver; L. G. Shanklin,
St. Louis; W. S. McNeer, Denver; M.
Bloom, Chicago; R. H. Stewart, Girard,
Illinois; F. Langdon, Denver; G. S.
Compton Lamy; J. C. Fenton, Lamy;
L. R. Kerchner. Denver.
Normandie,
C. B. Hayes, Whiting, Kansas; Mrs.
D. G. Nash, Springs, Texas; Charles
J. C.
Mvers. Culbertson. Montana;
James
Montana;
Hastings, Billings,
John
.Myers, Culbertson, Montana;
Miller, Valentine Leyba, P. M. Collins,
Mike Smith, Andrew Fupe, Thomas
Miller, John Metz, A. Rhymes, P. C.
Cameron, Conejo, Colorado; J. D.
Taos.
Coronado.
S. Gleeson, Denver; S. C. Kechael,
Estancia; Edward Walker, Pena Blan- ea; J. D. Baroom, Kome, ueorgia.
Rufus Anderson, Rome, Georgia; C. S.
Smith, Prescott, Arizona.

KANSAS CITY, iMO.

$35.35
ST. LOUIS, MO.

$44.35
$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

49
68
68
68
77
88
86
89
94

$16.35
COLORADO SPRINGS,

Miles From

sjaijujns.

No

Raton

Lv. Den Moines.
N; M. Arr,
" Rutnaklo,
Lv.
V
"
" Dedmau
i"
"
" Oapullu
"
"
" Vigil
"
"
". Thompson
I
"
"
" Cunningham
"
CUIton House Junction "
Arr.
Arr'
m
Lv.
Lv.
" Clifton House Junction "
Lv.
" Preston
"
"
" Koehler
"
"
" Koehler J net.
"
"
" Colfax
"
"
" Oerrososo
"
"
v.
Arr
nriWAR.RONN
M,
Lv.
Arr
" Nash
Lv
N, M,
" Harlan
"
" Ute Park
',"

49
46
88
82
28
24
18
7

ratonn

5 30 P,
6 15 p.

0
7
18

28
20
83
41

4 55
4 35
4 25
8 55
8 SO
2 55

p.
p.
p.

2 80
12 25
12 05
11 40

p.

11 06

1115
tlO 15
9 43
9 25
7
7 40
7 25
7 00

47
60
58
69

p.
p.
p.

Superintendent

CITY OP MEXICO

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m

PITTSBURGH, PA.

$67.30

p.m.
a. m.
a. m.

$55.90

a. m.
a. m.

June lat. to Sept. 80th. Good for
return passage until October 31st.

a.m.

a.m.
,
ft
a.m.

TICKETS

via the SANTA FE.

CALIFORNIA

EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

-

-

RATON. N.

RATON, N. M.

JM

RATON,

N, JH.

'1

TRAVELING

EAST

will be on sale dally

Low Excursion rates to all parts
of V nlted States Canada and Mexico,

W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
Ores, and Gen Mgr. Gen Pass- Agent

V-

$45.20
June 24 to July 10
July 27 to Aug. 6
Return liinit Oct 31.

- WEST

Stop-over-

V

"Santa Fe

TRAVEL VIA

New Mexico Central

FURTHER
INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
etc., CALL ON OR ADDRESS

and

H. S. Lutz,

k

E. P.
STILES

(General

Passenger Agent.

A

u

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday ot
each month at Masonit
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.'
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

$50.35

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

(Homestead Entry No. 8408.)
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Sant, Fe, N.

$44.35

El Paso, Texas,

Where Are You Going To Spent

Your Summer Vacation?
NOW

EFFECT TO ALL POINTS EAST

&

IN

WEST

yesterday.

G. W. Knaebel is
legal business.

$35.35

at Cerrillos on

Complaint of Guest at Palace Hotel
Leads to Discovery That Girl
Charles Wright, of the firm of
is Missing.
Shields and Wright Is up from San
Pedro buying goods.
Yesterday a guest at the Palace
H. B. Cartwright, who has promising hotel
made complaint to the managecoal properties near Cerrillos, was a ment of
the place because his bed had
visitor at that place yesterday.
G. W. Hickox, the enterprising jew-.fler has returned from a business trip
San Pedro.
L. ArHughes, the successful and en- -

TvL,

May 18, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Romero, of Nambe, N. Mex., who, on
July 19, 1905, made Homestead Entry
SE
No. 8408, for SE
Sec. 24; B
1.5! MTi? 1.A- 1.4- - SU! 1.4- - QonHn
25, Township 19 N., Range io E N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
tention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the Register and Re-- 1
ceiver, at Santa, Fe, N. Mex., on the
24th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Anadeto Contreras,
Apolonio Lobato and Juan Tafoya, all
of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1-- 4

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-1 a r
communication
first Monday of each
at Masonio
B1 Hjf month
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Cer-rillo-

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
PAST SCHEDULES

V. R.

FOR

S. W.

MASONIC.

Summer

1909

Allowed

s

FRATERNAL SOCIEDES

To avoid serious results take Foley's Kidney Remedy at the first sign
7:30 p. m
of kidney or bladder disorder such
H. F. STEPHENS. E. C.
as backache,
urinary irregularities,
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
exhaustion, and you will soon be well.
Sore Nipples.
Kidney
Any mother who has had experi- Commence taking Foley's
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
ence with this distressing ailment Remedy today. Sold by all druggists.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
will be pleased to know that a cure
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeti
may be effected Dy applying Cham- THEY ARE
on
the third Monday of each month
berlain's Salve as soon as the child
at
7:30
o'clock in the evening in
PEACE
OF
HEROES
is done nursing.
Wipe It off with a
Masonic Hall, south Bide of Plaza,
soft cloth before allowing the babe
to nurse. Many trained nurses use Eight of Uncle Sam's Soldiers inoc- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
this salve with best results. For sale
ulated With Typhoid Fever
by all druggists.
Serum.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Omaha, June 17. Major Gilchrist
Venerable Master.
WHEN THE CLOCK
Sergeant Ruller and Pricates Schmidt
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
r
Dow-leHarrison, Goodman and
HANDS TURN BACK. Ingram,
Secretary.
and Acting Cook Daily of the
B. P. O. E.
United States army, were this afterSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
(Takne From the Daily New Mexican noon inoculated with typhoid fever
holds
Its regular session on the secof June 17th, 1889.)
serum to test the effect of the new
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Mrs. William Goebel, wife of the vaccine.
manager of E. D. Franz's hardware
It is anticipated that the men will month. Visiting brothers are invite
DAVID KNAPP.
store, at St. Louis, Mo., breathed her be sick for 48 hours with high fever and welcome.
last at an early hour yesterday morn- and nauseu. In ten days, if no alarmExalted Ruler.
ing. Mrs. Goebel was twenty years ing symptoms arise, they will again J. D. SENA. Secretary.
old. She had never been strong be inoculated.
since the birth of her child. The baby
A third injection will be made after
is now being cared for by Mrs. E. A. twenty days.
TOURIST
Close scrutiny will be made of their
Fiske.
TICKETb
to
condition
the
entire
Another sad death occurred this
period
during
success
the
of
the
determine
expertfrom
morning
diptheria. Virginia
New Mexico Central Eallroafl
Read, the bright and promising eldest menti
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin M.
IN CONNECTION WITH
Read closed her eyes In death at 5:58 No Need of Suffering From Rheumatism.
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC
a. m. She was five years and three
It is a mistake to allow rehumatism
months old.
LIMITED TRJLIiTS
Nicholas Yannl, the shoemaker on to become chronic, as the pain can
On Sale June 1st to Sept.,
Palace avenue, has gone to San Pedro always be relieved, and in most cases
30th 1909.
to look over the ground with the idea a cure effected by applying ChamberGood
lain's
Returning October 31st
Balm.
The
from
Pain
relief
of locating.
1909.
affords
which
alone
worth
it
is
pain
The San Pedro Placer Mining Comtimes Its cost. It makes sleep
pany will meet in this city tonight and many
and rest possible.
Even in cases of
To CHICAGO ILL
The
directors
perfect its organization.
liniment should be
this
long
standing
are Governor Prince, E. S. Raunhelm, used on account
of the relief which it
C. S. WThite, F. A. Blake and R. M.
affords. 25 and 50 cent sinzes for
To ST. LOUIS MO.
Johnson.
sale by all druggists.
A twelve and a half pound boy has
been born to the wife of E. Z. Green,
To KANSAS CITY MO
CHAMBERMAID
the well known local painter. '
s
Albert Call was a visitor from
DEPARTS SUDDENLY

1909

1

z,

I

SEATTLE, WASH.,

lodge
Sixth

five-yea-

j

Mai-(tine-

Tues-

17, 1909.

not been made up nor had the other
duties falling to the' lot of the chambermaid been attended to. Proprietor
Vaughn thoroughly angry that a guest
of his should receive such treatment
at once sought the girl intending to
read the riot act to her. The culprit,
however, was no where to be found
and after a long search a note was
discovered which the girl had written,
saying that she had gone to Albuquerque and requesting that the balance
of her wages due, be sent her ther.
The last seen of her was in the afternoon yesterday when she asked the
hotel clerk for five dollars on account
which she said she wanted to use to
pay her dressmaker. The money was
given her and she left. One of the
employes at the hotel reported this
morning that one John Ervine was seen
with the girl on the train going to
Albuquerque, but it Is not yet known
whether wedding bells rang in the
metropolis city or not. The girl's father was searching for her. yesterday,
but finally gave up the attempt

Wallace M. McClain left yesterday
for his home in Wichita, Kansas. Mr. i;
McClain is an old Civil War veteran
and on the 8th of this month made
r
final
proof before U. S.
Commissioner J. B. Hayward, on his
quarter section of land located one
A. H.
mile north of the townsite.
Haworth, a neighbor of Mr. McClain, will look after the crop during
his absence.
Moriarty expects to celebrate the
fourth of July in an appropriate western style. There will be a baseball
game between Moriarty and Willard
on the Moriarty field, and a prize of
the winning team.
$25 will go to
Bronco busting, horse races, foot races and other field sports will make
up the program for the day. Prizes
are offered for the winners in the
above contests.
The districts around Moriarty was
visited by heavy showers Tuesday!
afternoon. The reports from the
outlying districts are very favorable
of good crops this fall.

i

$52.45

p. m.
a. m.
a' in.

Connect with E, P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M.
1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. 41 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
s S. at Des Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N, M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Utt Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico. Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
6eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

C. J, DEDMAN,

$18.15

2

DAILY!

dance

street.

e,

Comoany.

Railway

Woodmen of America, gave a
to their members and friends
day evening, July 15th, at their
room, corner Center avenue and

H0TELARRIVALS

$50.35

&

JFMEKDs)

ILLS.

CHICAGO,

PASSENGER SCHEDULE!
In Effect July 14, 1908.
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12

finite.

DENVER, COLO.

Pacific

No. 1,
DAILY

w ioio oaicijr.
Valuable
book of Information to women sent free,
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

SANTA FE N, M.

7,349

-

1.0,1

THURSDAY, JUNE

SANTA' FE, N. M.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

1--

rgftic

rePentatIve

'

Benjamin

C?mpf!ly f KaDSaS Clty
left yesterday for Albuquerque.
A pain prescription is printed upon
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Tab
lets. Ask your Doctor or Druggists if
this formula is not complete. Pain
means congestion, blood pressure,
Head pains, womanly pains, pain anywhere get Instant relief from a Pink
Pain Tablet For sale by Stripling-Burro-

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other
points

J. P. I YNG,
Agent

City, Freight & Passenger

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to the thirsty as something cool and Inviting
GINGER ALE
WILD OHKBBY
LEMON SODA
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FlZJi"
HOOT BEER
' SAR8APARRILLA
STRAWBERBY
IRON BREW
ORANGE
OOOA COLA

Also Ta"bl ljtija.en.al TZT.tr

88 and have
your orderes delivered

Telephone No.

All drinks are made
from Altered Water

Santa Fe Bottling Works
HENRY KRICK,
New Mexico

w

Rate of one fere for the round tiip to Stations
in Colorado and New Mexico where Excellent
Fishing can be had.
.

DENVER

i

Via

(Homestead Entry No.

7992.)

Co.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,

Land Office
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Sefe- rino Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 26, 1904, made Homestead
Entry (010493) No. 7992, for E
Sec. 13, and
SW
NW
SW
lot 3, Sec. 24. Township 18 N, Range
10 E, N. M. P. Meridian has filed no
tice of Intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the re&
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 28 of July, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Damian Montoya, Manuel Sals y Cres- pin, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S.

1--

1--

0

For Information re yarding rates, train service
etc. call on or write,

2

1-- 4

-

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEAT. F.
SANTA FE. N. M.

&

P. A.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

LIVE ITEMS
FROM MORIARTY
Town on the
Busy and Prosperous
New Mexico Central Tributary
to Santa Fe.

and Fielding, Moriarty,
Agents for the New Mexican.)
Charles Bedford living two miles
north of Estancia, passed through
Moriarty Tuesday evening with about
thirty head of work horses. These
horses were brought from Colorado
by Mr. Bedford for farming purposes,
being considerably above the average
horse used in the valley. The day
of the bronco in the Estancia valley
Is about past.
Moriarty Camp No. 13627, Modern

Heal

lilt!,:!'

Resor t

hills on the
jliffdene, located among pine-cla- d
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

(Haywood

Good Hunting and Fishing

:

Makes this the most delightful resort in NewMexico
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$1,501 par day,

$8.00perweak, maala

BOe-

-

Transportation fram Station SI.OO

MRS.

H-

-

E. BERGEN

HOWE, NEW MEXICO.

THURSDAY, JUNE
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PAGE SEVEN.

M.

in the Southwest would require a turies ago as the most recent date
volume. The purpose of this brief of occupation in the localities above
story is merely to point out in a desrribed.
The disappearance of these people
general way tho character and distri
bution of the remains of these an Sfrom the region in which they flour
cient civilizations.
The questions ished for centuries is an Interesting
asked by everyone are: "Who were problem and one that is tar rom so
these ancient people?" "When did lution. To say that the present Puebthey live here?' and "What was the lo Indians are exactly the same peocause of their disappearance?"
ple is to assume what the ascertained
Scientists no longer speak of van facts will not bear out. There are
ished races in America. The funda- wide differences between the symbols!
mental unity of the race that inhabit- used by the ancients and by the pres-- l
ed this continent at the time of its ent Pueblos for the decoration of
discovery by the European may be their pottery. The anatomical reincepted. In the Southwest, as on mains of tho Cliff Dwellers show deth( Mexican plaleiius and in Central cided
to the anatomicAmerica, certain tribes of Indians de al character of the Pueblos of the
veloped peculiar lines of culture to a present day. For example, the Pueblevel that may be considered "civili los of the Rio Grande valley at pres,
zation."
By what names they may ent are brachycephalic or
have been known to themselves and
while the ancient people of the
to other tribes we may never know. adjacent Pajarito Plateau were a
For the present we speak of them
or narrow-headepeople.
as
the
and
traditions of the Pueb"Ancient
Pueblos"
the
simply
Moreover,
"Cliff Dwellers," as we designato the los when thoroughly sifted, do not
ancient tribes of the Mississippi val- Indicate that they were descended,
ley as the "Mound Builders." But it except In part, from the people of the
must not be understood that we as cliffs.
sume any different race of people
There can be no doubt, from the
from the American Indian.
great extent of the ancient ruins of
The time element in the history of the Southwest, that a large population
these ancient groups is obscure. We existed in that region centuries ago
know that the cliff cities were In in places where, at the present time,
ruins at the time of the coming of people could not find subsistence In
the Spaniards.
of any considerable numbers, as, for exAny statement
the date of their abandonment must ample, in Chaco Canon. Here we find
be largely conjectural. If we were to irrigating ditches of considerable exventure such a conjecture, it would tent in the midst of a sandy plain
be to suggest from eight to ten cen now devoid of water except for the'

oh'

'4

brief, dashing rains of the lata Bummer season. The population indicated by tho ruins of that region could
not subsist under present conditions.
In a greater or less degree these conditions prevailed all over the Southwest, and the geological evidence Is
conclusive that there has been a slow
progressive drying up of this region,
which has made population in such

large communities practically impossible. The Indications are that the
abandonment of these villages went
on slowly for many years.
There is
nothing to Indicate any sudden
exodus.
It would seem likely
that a gradual
of the
gen-or-

population took place, bands emigrating to the east, south or west, as their
towns became untenable from lack
of water. We know of detachments
having settled at Hop! In Arizona,
and in the Rio Grande valley In New
Mexico, but how far still larger bands
may have wandered from the old cliff
hemes is unknown.
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or Tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop,
of Racine, Wis. You that are well,
get tbis book for some discouraged,
disheartened sufferer! Do a simple
act of humanity! Point out this way
to quick and certain relief! Surprise
some sufferer, by first getting from
me the booklet and the test. He will
appreciate your aid. For sale by Strip

broad-headed-
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PAJARITO

CLIFF

DWELLINGS

Co.

s
I

THE ANCIENT

WONDERS

is covered with similar remains. The
cliff houses alone, or rather the cliffs
containing them, if placed in a sin
gle line, would extend for over one
hundred miles.
The culmination of all the ancient
cliff cities of this region is to be seen
in the Rito de los Frijoles. Here ve
find a condition very different from
that above described, for, instead of
being built as a citadel on an eminence, we find here the ruins in a
canon, five hundred feet deep, se
eluded from the outer world, as diffl
cult of access as are the high mesa

OF

CLIFF DWELLINGS

TIE

As Set Forth in an Artistic Souvenir
Booklet From the Pen of Doctor E.
L. Hewett of Santa Fe and Printed

The following extracts are from the
most recent publication of the
department of the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad, a most artistic
booklet which is being distributed
by the thousands in the East and will
undoubtedly - bring many visitors to
pas-Beng-

Santa Fe this summer:
Pajarito Plateau in New Mexico.
The great elevation of yellowish-gravolcanic tufa northwest of Santa Fe, known as Pajarito Plateau, overspreads an area of perhaps five hun- y

Scattered along this nar

fortresses.

by the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad
vertical faces of the southern exposed cliffs and upon the sloping talus reaching therefrom to the valleys below, we find the remains of almost countless groups of the old community houses. Those on the mesa
tops were typically arranged in
quadrangles of four terraced houses, I
surrounding a squarish court, which ;
could be entered only by a single nar- row passageway. These quadrangular!
structures consisted of many rooms'
arranged in series, side by side, and
I

row gorge are fifteen villages within
a space of a mile and a quarter. The
canon was entered only by two or
three trails. It is inaccessible from
the Rio Grande because of two water
falls which completely intercept the
narrow passage. This ' ancient com
munity bore the name of Tyuonyi.
The principal focus of its population
was the great community house,
roughly circular, built on the northern brink of the streamlet. This was
a terraced house, three stories high,
and may have contained eight or nine
hundred rooms. Its inner court was
entered by a single narrow passage,
Three other community houses much
smaller are found in the bottom of
the canon, and on the talus againsV.

CLIFF DWELLINGS

Their Reservation.
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Fifteen Thousand Dollars of a
000 Currency Shipment Still

j

A number of persons are under
susnicion but no immediate arrest is

fair.

probable.

Many of our citizens are drifting toward Bright's disease by neglecting
Missing.
symptoms of kidney and bladder trouble which Foley's
Kidney Remedy
will quickly cure. Sold by all drug17. Fifteen
Los Angeles,
Jun
thousand dollars in currency of the gists.
original $30,000 shipped June 7, by
the First National bank of this city
to the Bank of Bisbee, at Bisbee, Arizona, by registered mail and stolen
by unknown persons before it left
the city is still unrecovered.
One-hal- f
of the stolen money conFOR RENT Dr. Diaz's residence,
tained in two packages, each of $10,-00and another of $5,000 was found furnished or unfurnished.
yesterday or the day before at the
FOR SALE Fine gated, gentle,
local main postofflce, where it had
been hidden by the thief. The two saddle pony. Inquire of Virgil Sparks.
$30,- -

Phoenix, Ariz., June 17. A "gospel
car" which will penetrate into the remotest recess of wildest Arizona and
bring religion and salvation to the
most unruly Inhabitants of the mining
camps and Indian reservations will
soon start out on its mission of reclamation if the plans of J. M. Creighton
and associates are carried out. They
are planning a widespread campaign
against the devil and all his angels in
the territory and it looks as if Arizona
would soon be as civilized as New
Mexico. The gospel car will be sort
of traveling headquarters for the missions to be established.
remaining packages containing simiFOR SALE Good
upright piano.
The Baptist Missionary society has lar amounts have not been found.
Much
is
maintained
the
secrecy
by
nquir at Wagner Furniture company
been offered a car for $10,000. The
last $100 due on the Railroad Mission postofflce officials regarding the af- store.
building has been pajd and now the
work of raising the mney to purchase
the car will be commenced.
Mr. Creighton intends to conduct a
campaign in the east through various
As the car
religious denominations.
will be used to spread no particular
creed, but merely the gospel of salvation, all demoninations will be asked
GROWS HAIR
to contribute.
Mr. Creighton says that there is
and we can
more work to be done on the Navajo
reservation than anywhere else in the
territory. There are 26,000 Indians on
A lady from PIlnnesota write?:
the reservation and it is claimed that
"As n icMiIt.of nsi:i'N' Pnmlerine, my liair
24,000 have never heard the story of
is close to five feet In length."
Christ. Among these are 4,000 boys,
o whom particular attention will be
Hair
Cost
paid.
troubles, lite many ether diseases, have
Branch missions will be established HAIR wrongly diagnosfd nndi nltoRetlif r misunderstood. The hair itself not the thine to
among the Indians and they will be be treated, for the reason that it is simply a product
of
the
dependent upon its action.
visited at frequent intervals by the The scalpis and wholly
the very soil iu which the hair is
scalp
nurtured nnd grown, and it alone should
gospel car.
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PARK.

PAJARITO

NO TRACE YET
GOSPEL WAGON
OF ROBBERS
FOR ARIZONA
Effort to be Made
Undenominational
to Convert 24,000 Navajos on
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THE PAJARITO CLIFF DWELLERS

dred square miles on the west side
of the Rio Grande at the base of the
Jemez mountains. It is a formation
of vast age, and water and wind erosion have sculptured the soft rock
masses into bold, fantastic remnants
which, standing out above the general
level, appear as geological islands.
On the tops of these and also In the

PARK, WEST OF SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

also in terraces to the height of several stories. The great community
house at Puye must have been four
stories high and contained from ten
to twelve hundred rooms, while
against the cliff below were built extensive villages that housed hundreds
of people. The entire plateau from
the Chama river south for forty miles

-

,;

the northern cliff are the remains of
eleven villages. Excavations have
been commenced in this old settlement, and already it has contributed
much to the record of man's early
life in the Southwest.
"Who Were These Ancient People?"
To give even a brief description of
all the centers of ancient population

A

...

PROVE IT!
at Small

Beautiful

pro-luce-

,

r

.

FOUND DEAD
IN CARRIAGE

eceive the attention if results are to he expected,
it would do uo earthly need to treat the stem of a
llant with a view of making it crow and become
more beautiful the soil In which the phir.t crows
must be attended to. Therefore, tho scalp in which
then i ir grows must receive the attention if you are
to expect it to grow and become more beautiful.
Loss of hair is caused by the scalp diving up,
or losing its supply of moisture or nutriment; when
baldness occurs the scalp has simply lost all its

Five Year Old Child Expires at the
Feet of Parents Unaware of
nourishment, leaving nothing for the hair to feed

sy?

--

a J-

VIEWS ON TOP OF PUYE MESA COMMUNAL DWELLINGS.

the Tragedy.
Fort Collins, Colo., June 17. Placing their two children in the bottom
of the buggy and covering them with
a robe to protect them from the hail,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Owens, living
seven miles north of Wellington,
drove rapidly through the storm, unconscious of the fact that the youngest
child, Nancy, aged 5, was dead at their
feet. She had been suffering with
measles and it is believed that her
heart gave way.
Colds that ban? on weaken the
constitution and develop into consumption.
Honey and Tar
Foley's
cures persistent coughs that refuse to
yield to other treatment. Do not
experiment with untried remedies as
delay may result in your cold settling
on your lungs. Sold by all druggists.

upon (a plant or even a tree would die under similar
conditions.)
The natural thing to do in either case, is to feed
and replenish the soil or scalp ns the case inn v he,
and your crop will grow und multiply i,s uature
intended it should.
Knowlton't Danderine has a most wonderful effect upon the hair glands and tissues of the
scalp. It is the only remedy for the hair ever
discovered that is similar to the natural hair
foods or liquids of the scalp.
It penetrates the pores qnicklv nnd the hair
soon shows the effects of its wonderfully exhilarating aud
qualities.
One 25ent bottle is enough to convince you of
its
as a hair growing aud hnir beautifying remedy try it and see for yourself.
NOW at all druggists In three sites,
great-wort-

25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
To snovv ',ow quickly Dandsrine
nets, we will send a large sample free by return mail to anyone who
sends this free coupon to the

FREE

Cut

This(
Out

KNOWLTON

DANDERINE

CO., CHICAGO,

with their name and address and
in silver or stamps to pay postage.

ILL,
10c

fir

!

)
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PHONE

PHONE
NO. 92.

NO. 92.

1

m

X
X
X
X

WATERMELONS

n

NO. 92.

d

s

ma

CASH

Na4

6rocery

NO. 92.

4

F. Christy.

mm
ugar

Shipped Fifteen Thousand Cattle
The cattle shipping season at Silver
City is closed. Since March 1, there
were shipped from that point 15,374
head of cattle, or a thousand more
than last year.
Accused of Shop Lifting H. A.
Thomas, alias John T. Walker, just
released from jail at Albuquerque
where he served twenty years for
vagrancy, has been rearrested on the
charge of shop lifting.
and
Episcopal Guild The Guild
Woman's Auxiliary of the Church of
the Holy Faith will meet tomorrow
afternoon as the guests of Mrs. R.

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

PRICE

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than
Belle Spring Creamery

Butter

30

c

T

M. Hardinge at the Palen residence,
East Palace avenue.
It's your only chance to get a look
at "The Devil." It's a winner.
Good Strike at Cooney At Cooney,
Socorro county, on Tuesday, an important strike was made in the Enterprise mine. The first shot in
broke into a
starting a cross-cu- t
vein of ore five feet thick.

I

.

PREMIER, HARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA 40c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
TV... There is no Coffee to equal the above for
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
If return it to us and we will cheerfully refund your money

J

JllSt
D L.v
Ixlgnt
No.

W. ,C.

-

-

Phone

No.

4.

$4.50 per ton

"

Monero

V

5.25

terrillos
Anthracite Coal all
Smithing Coal

siz.es

"

6.00

d
L

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nwr

A. T., A

a. F. Depot

Phone No.

86, Office Garfield Avmitm,

DUDROW & fflONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
Palace Avnu. Elks' Hall.
Ttttphone 142. Nlnht 1M

106
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X
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NAVAJO AND
CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

w

.

Y

Performance Will Start Promptly at
Eight Thirty Late Comers

w
M
W

it

visit the store will receive a free souvenir
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
Street, Santa

Philadelphia 5; Detroit 4.
Western League.
Wichita 5 ; Denver 4.
Topeka 16; Pueblo 5.
Sioux City 11; Omaha 2.
7; Lindoln 0.
Pacific Coast League.
Oakland 2; Los Angeles 0.
San Francisco 5; Portland
Vernon 7; Sacramento 6.

Des Moines

0.

MARKETKEPORT.
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, June 17. Call money
1
AtchiAmalgamated 80
son 113
pfd. 105; N. Y. Central
1321-4- ;
So. Pac. 129
U. P. 1901-2- ;
steel 66
pfd. 122
New Yorl?, June 17. Lead 4.35;
3--

3--

13

copper

St. Louis,

Mo.,
$5.37.

spleter,
New York, June

$4.40;
1-- 2

silver
June

52

17.

Lead,

Prime paper,

17.

Fc,

N, M.

3

4; Mexican dollars, 44.
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND R
111.,

$1.15

June

Wheat July,

17.

Sept., $1.071.08.
Corn July, 72
Sept., 69
Oats July, 51
Sept., 43
Pork July, $20.30; Sept., $20.65.
Lard July, $11.85; Sept., $11.92
Ribs July, $11.15; Sept., $11.07
1--

5--

3-- 4

1--

7--

3--

1--

1-- 2

11.10.

WOOL MARKETS.
Louis, Mo., June 17.

'St.

Wool,

steady; Territory and Western
ums,
fine,

2428;
1522.

fine

medi-

2124;

mediums,

LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, June 17. Cattle Receipts 5,000, including 2,000 southern.
Market steady. Native steers $57;
southern steers $46.25; southern
cows $2.754.50; native cows and
heifers
$2.506.60; stockers and
feeders
bulls $35;
$3.605.50;
calves $3.757; western steers $4.75
7; western cows $3.255.25.
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market
steady. Bulk of sales $7.307.75;
heavy $7.707.85; packers and butchers $7.5007.80;
light $7.157.65;
;

pigs $67.
Sheep
Receipts 6,000. Market
steady. Muttons $4.755.75; lambs

$5.758.50;

range

wethers

$4.50

ewes $3.755.25.
Chicago, June 17. Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beeves $5.30
3,000.

5.50;

Texas steers $4.656.25;
7.25;
western steers $4.75 6.30; stockers
and feeders $3.605.50;
cows and
heifers $2.256.30; calves $5.75
7.75.

-

Market
Receipts 16,000.
strong. Light $7.257.55; mixed $7.40
55;
heavy $7.508.07
rough
$7.507.70; pigs $6.207.10; bulk of
sales $7.607.75.
Sheep
Receipts 12,000. Market
western
steady; native $3.756;
$3.755.90; yearlings $67; lambs $5
8.25; western $5.758.25;
spring
lambs $69.25.
Hogs

1--

Complaints

About Plaza

A promi-

nent citizen of Santa Fe is trying to
arouse the attention of the city officials
of the
to the filthy condition
streets
around
the Plaza.
He
complains bitterly about the slovely
appearance of the city's main square.
To use his own expression: "It looks
like a horse and burro corral."
,

GRAMMAR LESSONS

-

d

D.

HOOVER

SON

FRESH EGGS

MILK

!

All Ladies who

30! 303 San Francisco

American League.
Chicago at Boston (two games-St- .
Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland, at New York.
Western League.
Wichita at Topeka.
Denver at Pueblo.
Sioux City at Des Moines.
Omaha at Lincoln.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Chicago 3; Brooklyn 1.
New York 8; Pittsburg 2.
Philadelphia 7; Cincinnati 1.
St. Louis 6; Boston 3.
American League.
Cleveland 4; New York 3.
St. Louis 3; Washington 2.
Chicago 6; Boston 4.

Must Wait.
Everything is in readiness at .the
HOW THEY STAND.
We Loan Money at 5 Per Cent
new Elks' opera house for tonight's
National League.
To
opening performance. A gang of men
buy or build homes, lift mortWon. Lost. P. C.
or improve real estate. Loans
was fousy last night trying the drop
gages
13
.729
....35
Pittsburg
curtains and getting all the stage ac- Chicago
....32 18 .640 made anywhere. Long time and easy
cessories in first class shape and Cincinnati ...
27 24
.529 payments. Investigate this. Address
placed so that everything will work New York
....24 20 .545 Box 435.
.489
..22 23
smoothly and quickly.
Philadelphia
20 30
.400
The doors will open promptly at St. Louis ...
.362
17 30
7:30 this evening. The curtain will rise Brooklyn
13 32
.280
without fail at half arcer eight. Those Boston ... ... :
Given Either in
American League.
who are not in their seats at the rise
to
C.
will
Won.
P.
be
Lost.
curtain
compelled
of the
SPANISH OR GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
30 18
.625
wait in the rear of the theatre until Detroit ... . . .
HAACKE
27 19
.587
after the first act. Under no circum- Philadelphia ...
Mexican ,
New
Care
23
New
to
21
York
.523
...
one
be
will
stances
permitted
any
25 23
Boston
.521
...
...
has
act
the
first
seat
after
his
to
go
NOTARY PUBLIC
23 23
.500
started as the management does not Cleveland ... ...
21
23
.477
care to have its partons annoyed by Chicago
19 27
.413
late comers. This rule has been apot-e- St. Louis ... ...
&
M.
15 29
.341
for the benefit or all. By coming Washington
Western League.
Builders and Contractors
on time, much unpleasantness will be
Won. Lost. P.O.
.
avoided. Remember the time, eight
PLANS & ESTIMATES
27 17
.614
Wichita
'
thirty. The play "The Devil."
Famished on short notice
Omaha ...
...27 19 .587
Deal
Real
Estate
S.
.24
18
.571
Sioux City ...
ii.
Important
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
.537
Lutz, city agent of the Santa Fe sys IN THE NAME OF
Topeka ... ... ......22 19
tem in this city, yesterday bought the
.25 21
Moines ...
.543
A GOOD CAUSE Des
20 22
Denver T
.476
(residence property of Territorial Su-- j
14 30
.318
Pueblo ...
perintendent of Public Instruction J.
Good Sisters of Charity Working
Lincoln
28
.349
....15
'E Clark on Don Gaspar avenue, just TheHard
New
to Raise Funds for
&
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
opposite the Capitol. The residence is
Sanitarium.
modern in every respect and most
National League.
No
Htt Red
Telephone
Last evening there was a pleasant
Boston at St. Louis.
beautifully located. Mr. Lutz and fam
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
gathering at the Orphanage of Saint
ily will take possession by July 1.
The way to get on the right side of Vincent's conducted by the Sisters of
to a drawing
your best girl is to take her to "The Charity, to be witnessed
on
lot
Palace
foot
avenue,
a
for
fifty
Devil." It's a hummer.
a
gold
the
near
Sanitarium,
lady's
Postoffice to Be Moved at Roswell
The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
fan.
a
Roswell, like Santa Fe, is looking up watch and
over
the
sold
been
all
had
Chances
a postoffice site. Inspector W. B.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
Smith of Fort Worth, Texas, is at Territory and outside, and Blips of paGHaaxaaa-taa- .
were
All- TZTorJe
numbers
with
corresponding
Roswell and has taken an option on pers
HATS CLEANED
a, Trial Oi&tt
raa
from which a
,
(four buildings for the purpose. In- placed in receptacles
AND BLOCKED
spector E. P. Dutton of Denver, will blindfolded little Miss, Nora Sanders,
208 WEST PALACE AVE.
BLACK
PHONE 203
return to Santa Fe tomorrow to in- - drew forth the lucky numbers. The
hand-painte-

w

BASEBALL.

17, 1909.

New York at Pittsburg.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.

CREAM

FOR FIVE CENTS
w

A called

Mel-isendr- o

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump

U. ' Meeting

Melisendro Armijo Convicted
Armijo was convicted in district court at Bernalillo, Sandoval
county, yesterday, of assaulting his
sister-in-laOphelia Mera, with a
He was fined $100
weapon.
deadly
and costs by Judge Abbott.
Social The Woman's Aid
Lawn
Society of the Presbyterian church
will give a lawn social at the Presbyterian Manse. Friday afternoon,
beginning at 4 o'clock. Delicious
strawberries, cake and coffee will be
served. Everybody is invited.
Just Received A big shipment of
Douglas superb candies at Fischer
Drug Company's. .
Woman Fatally Burned Mrs. James
southern
of Cerrlllos,
F, Coleman
Santa Fe county, while building a fire
yesterday in the kitchen, was set
aflame. Her clothing was burned off
her body and terrible wounds inflicted,
from which it is feared she can not
recover.
You may love your money, but oh,
"The Devil." Be up to date and get a
seat.
New Militia Company at Roswell
Adjutant General R. A. Ford has
given authority to Captain Murray to
organize a new militia company at
Roswell which will be known as
Company B of the First Regiment, of
Infantry. The mustering in of the
new company will take place on Mon
day evening.
New Real Estate Office Former
County Assessor Marcelino A. Ortiz
has opened a real estate office in the
rooms formerly occupied by Attorney
R. C. Gortner on the second floor of
the Catron 'block. He already has a
number of properties listed and his
experience as assessor will be of
great value to him in his business,

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

T.

Christian
meeting of the Women's
Temperance Union will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the rooms of the union on Washing
ton avenue. All members are urged
to attend. '
Chicken wheat at Leo Hersch's.
General Storekeeper Resigns I. J.
Custers, general storekeeper of the
Santa Fe coast lines, has resigned
and has been succeeded
by H. E.
Ray. Mr. Custers is to go to the
Southern Pacific as general purchasing agent.

will find you your dealing with us
anything is not just
satisctoryright let us know and we make it right-

F. Andrews,

4.

Com-

at Denver yesterday resulted in the
death of Engineer Marcus Kerin and
the fatal injury of Fireman William

WE ARE STILL SELLING

BY THE SACK AT A BETTER

X
X

semi-weekl-

PHONE

No!

X

pany.
Meet me at "The Devil" tonight. It's
going to be great.
Death of Old Mason F. M. Zuck,
a prominent Mason, died yesterday at
Holbrook, Arizona, of heart failure.
La Banda de
No Concert Tonight
y
Santa Fe will not give Its
concert tonight so as not to interfere
with the opening of Elks' opera house.
Masonic Corner Stone Laying The
corner stone laying of the Masonic
Temple at Roswell will take place on
Thursday of next week and John W.
Poe will be master of ceremonies.
Onion Sets at Leo Hersch's.
Cyanide Mill for Bland Colorado
Springs men are figuring on erecting
a cyanide mill in the Cochitl Mining
district, thirty miles west of Santa
Fe, to treat the low grade ores of that
camp.
Wreck on D. & R. G. A wreck on
the D. & R. G. within the city limits

Bakery

g

Denver, Colo., June 17.
Weather report for New Mex
ico: Generally
fair tonight
and Friday with stationary
temperature.

just received at Fischer Drug

POUND

FRESH STRAWBERRIES DAILY
BY EXPRESS
PHONE

iui iuu

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
San Francisco Street
WANTED Clean cotton
rags at
the office of the New Mexican.
Ask about the Douglas's
candies

PEE

3c,

yihiriD
iiHium ui

vestlgate further the change in post valuable lot went to No. 100, held by
j Vicente A.
quarters here.
Martinez of Tucumcari,
Why miss a good show when you Quay county. The beautiful
watch
get a chance like this? Still a number went to the holder of No. 83, Levi A.
of good seats for "The Devil" on sale .Hughes of this city; and the fan to
at Fischer's drug store.
(No. 7, which is held by Carlos M.
Snld Valuable Lot It is understood Craemer of the Santa Fe Water and
that Miguel Chaves has bought a Light Company. After
valuable lot
Capitol the guests were taken to the cheerful
facing the
grounds on Don Gaspar avenue and dining room in the Orphanage and
will thereon erect a $5,000 modern there served to delicious ice cream,
cottage to lie occupied by himself. strawberries and cake.4 A very pleasThe other three modern brick cot- ant social hour was spent. Work is
tages that are being erected by Mr. progressing well on the magnificent
Chavez in that vicinity are under roof new Sanitarium
building and the Sisand will soon be ready for occupancy. ters and their friends are hard at work
First Regiment Band to Go Arraising additonal amounts necessary to
rangements are being made by 'the complete the
building as planned. It
Salmon Gray base ball team to have
!is a cause that should have the full
the new First Regiment band accomsupport of the community. However,
pany the excursion to Albuquerque the
greater part of the amount needed
extwenty-seventon the
The four
has
been given by the Mother House,
cursion lists are being rapidly filled
to which is added a legislative approup and a very large crowd is expected
while the remainder needed
to go The lists are still at the follow- priation,
is
raised
being
by contributions from
ing places awaiting the signatures of all over the Southwest and
such local
those who want to attend the excuras the Sisters of Charity comsion: Kerr's barber shop, Robert's support
mand through their unselfish and
barber shop, Claire hotel and Fischer's
work. Those at last evendrug store.
ing's gathering were Governor Curry,
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Territorial Secretary Jaffa, Territorial
Santa Fe, N. M., June 16, 1909.
Treasurer
Otero, Colonel Prichard, Dr.
Maximum temperature, 80 degrees,
Mrs. J. H. Sloan and Messrs. Marand
at 3:20 p. m. Minimum temperature,
shall and Walter.
53 degrees, at 4:35 a. m.
Mean temperature, 06 degrees. Departure from FOUR CANDIDATES FOR
normal, minus 1 degree. Relative huCLERKSHIPS.
midity at 6 a. m., 50 per cent. Relative
humidity at 0 p. m., 16 per cent. Re(Continued from Page One.)
lative humidity, average for the day,
33 per cent.
Lowest temperature durHickey insists on the Territory being
ing last night, 52 degrees. Tempera- represented as he represents mereture at 6 a. m. today, 5S degrees.
ly the family of the slain man. The
Reverend Galloway Breaking Rec- defense represented by Attorney A.
ords Reverend Galloway at present B. Renehan of Santa Fe, insists uppastor of the Presbyterian church, on immediate trial, and the presiding
although he has been in the city but judge also seems desirous of dispostwo weeks is breaking all records for
ing of the case at this term. In conHe states: "I sequence, there was a rapid change
marrying
couples.
never in all my career have married of telegrams today between Bernalso many people in so short a time. illo and Santa Fe and the outcome
Why they are coming so fast, that will probably be postponed until the
even the New Mexican reporter gets next term of court.
a chance to announce the marriage
Postmasters Appointed.
before I even hear about it, this al
The following
postmasters have
though I am to penorni the cere- been appointed:
mony."
Edward L. Murphy,
Shoemaker;
When "The Devil" is here, "The Florentino Amador at Vallecitos;
Devil" will play for you; when "The Lloyd Taylor at Richardson; Rirch-ar- d
Devil's" away and "The Devil" you-v- e
N. Lykins at Lykins, Roosevelt
missed, you'll rue. Moral Don't miss county; Charles Glasgow at Colfax.
Star Service Changed.
seeing it. At the Elks' new opera
house tonight, eight-thirtThe order curtailing the route
Sentenced By Judge Abbott Judge from Abiquiu to Galiinas to end at
Ira A. Abbott in district court at Coyote, dropping Galiinas has been
Bernalillo, Sandoval county, yester rescinded and will not take effect.
Postoffice Established.
day sentenced the following but susA postoffice has been established
pended sentence during good beha
vior in the first two cases: Albino at Lykins, Roosevelt county,' special
Sandoval convicted of assault, with a from Pearson, 5 miles southeast. An
deadly weapon, one year in the peni office has also been established at
tentiary; Maximo Martinez, convicted Olive, Chaves county, Bynum 3
of assault with deadly weapon upon miles, S. W.; Liston 11 miles N. E.
a man named Cervada, six months in
jail; Nicolas Abali, a Pueblo Indian
from Sandia, fifty days in jail and OLD TIMER SUC
a fine of $50.
CUMBS TO ASTHMA
Dance at Armory The Armory
board has given the use of the Armory Fell From His
Wagon and Had to Be
free for the Fourth of July celebraCarried Home Where He Sudtion and the Fourth of July commitdenly Expired.
tees appreciate this very much.
Death came yesterday quickly and
Dances will be given on Saturday unexpectedly to David Baca, one of
evening, July 3, and Monday evening, Santa Fe's old timers. Baca though
July 5, which will undoubtedly iprove eighty, years old, still plied his trade
a great social and financial success. of tailor and cleaner, in the southIt is also sought to impress the public west part of town. Yesterday mornthat funds are needed for the fur- ing while on San Francisco street,
some unaccountable reason,
nishing of the Armory with a piano, for
furniture and suitable lockers, and in though it is thought that a fainting
return for the liberality of the Armory spell overcame him, he fell from his
board with the city, that the people of wagon. This caused a hemorrhage
the city be liberal with the Armory and he wa3 at once rushed to his
home in an express wagon, His home
management.
was reached about 11 o'clock, but he
Immediately
expired. Baca had long
&
Bean have several gilt
Mayes
been suffering with asthma. Besides
town
for
and
suburban,
edge snaps,
a tailor he was also a druggist
sale. Ask about them before it is too being
worked at one time in the
having
late.
Fischer drug store. He was an old
pioneer in Santa Fe and well known.
A wife, two daughters and four sons
DOORS OPEN AT
survive him. The funeral took place
SEVEN-THIRTthis afternoon.
office
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